Personal mobile devices and mobile ad-hoc networks can support interesting forms of opportunistic information sharing in user communities based on spatio-temporal proximity. We show how this could be used to realise a novel decentralised collaborative filtering (CF) approach in a mobile environment.
Introduction
The issue of information sharing in mobile ad-hoc networks is often seen as the problem of how to ensure that users can access remote data in networks without a fixed topology and with possible disconnections. However, the ad-hoc nature of establishing network connections between personal mobile devices can be viewed as a means of sharing information opportunistically among members of a user community based on spatio-temporal proximity.
Although projects such as AIDE [1] and TRACE [2] have investigated the use of physical copresence as a means of forming social networks and opportunistic sharing of information, they have not considered how collaborative filtering algorithms could be adapted to base user similarity on shared social contexts. Our goal was to do exactly that and investigate the use of peer-to-peer architectures to allow users to exchange data automatically and unobtrusively based on spatio-temporal proximity.
We motivate our approach in Sect. 2 and then present our collabortaive filtering algorithm in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we show how our approach is equivalent to existing collaborative filtering techniques based on centralised servers. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5. 409 between users is measured in terms of the extent to which their opinions about other items correlate. User-based CF has been deployed in a wide variety of application domains such as music, video and web page recommendations [4, 5, 6] . There are three main shortcomings of user-based CF. Firstly, the set of opinions given by a user is usually sparse and so the number of commonly rated items will be small leading to an inaccurate similarity measure. Secondly, the complexity of selecting a set of similar users grows with the number of users and items as O(|users| × |items|) leading to problems of scalability. Thirdly, when new users or items are introduced there is a lack of data on which to base recommendations.
A number of approaches address the shortcomings of user-based CF while retaining its advantages. Sarwar et al. [7] introduced the idea of item-based CF where recommendation is based on the similarity of items rather than users. User-and item-based CF are the best known representatives of so called memorybased approaches which perform filtering based on the raw data. In contrast, model-based approaches compute intermediate representations of the set of the tuples such as clusters, probability distribution functions or singular value decompositions. Model-based approaches effectively resolve the sparsity issue and render predictions more efficient and supposedly accurate.
Most collaborative filtering systems have been designed to be deployed in clientserver architectures whereas only a few approaches [8, 9, 10] have tackled the challenges of decentralised environments. Distributed filtering research has mainly been concerned with the availability of data on client devices where network connectivity cannot be guaranteed and opinions need to be predicted. Mobile environments introduce additional challenges as limitations of size and power capacity place restricitions on computational power and human computer interface facilities. Despite the advantages of model-based CF in comparison with memory-based approaches, computing the intermediary representation emerges as a new bottleneck, in particular with regard to the limited computational power available on mobile devices. Further, although wireless connectivity is increasingly available within restricted areas such as restaurants and airports as well as public areas by means of 3G networks, area-wide connectivity is still bound to expensive communication costs, high power consumption and prone to disconnections. In contrast, devices may connect to each other in an ad-hoc peer-to-peer fashion based on short range connectivity technology such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Consequently, a CF protocol for mobile environments must respect the following requirements. All computation and storage must be decentralised since a connection to a central server may not be available. Due to restricted computational and storage capacities of mobile devices, local computation must be kept simple and the required data small. Ideally, the protocol should rely on ad-hoc peer-to-peer connections only. This transient connectivity requires data exchange to be short and to consume little bandwidth. Additionally, the protocol must be delay tolerant since other peers may not always be available. Finally, since mobile devices typically feature reduced interaction facilities, user interaction should be minimal.
We believe that the notion of shared social contexts can be exploited to establish a similarity relationship between users. For example, if two users attend the 411 proximity which forms the basis for our selection of similar users. In the case of social contexts formed around consumable items, user consumption of an item means that their location matches the location of the item for a specific period of time. Some items such as restaurants or bars can be consumed at any time within predefined opening hours and the duration of consumption can be anything from the time to drink a glass of wine up to eating a dinner. In contrast, items such as comedy shows or theatre plays can be consumed only during a specific time period and the duration is usually well defined. We will refer to these two kinds of items as location and event items, respectively. Note that event items may happen only once or be repeated periodically. All items have in common the fact that if users meet while consuming them, they stay in each other's vicinity for longer than if they would pass each other in the street by chance.
The history of item consumption of a particular user u a can be regarded as a set of item consumption tuples of the form (loc i , [t k , t l ]) where each tuple contains two entries. The first entry identifies a location loc i particular to an item. This location represents an area in which the item can be consumed. The second one delimits a period of time [t k , t l ] during which the item was consumed. Consequently, the history H(u a ) of a user u a can be written as H
where we define ∩ t as a temporal intersection of two time periods. The condition [t k , t l ] ∩ t [t m , t n ] ≥ p holds if the time periods overlap for a duration of at least p. The first component (loc i = loc j ) accounts for spatial proximity while the temporal intersection accounts for temporal proximity.
The user similarity P loc,t resulting from spatio-temporal proximity between two users u a and u b can be expressed as
This is a binary similarity measure in the sense that users are evaluated to be similar only if they have at least one tuple of their consumption history in common. We use P N loc,t (u a , u b ) as a condition for the users u a ∈ U and u b ∈ U to be connected by a similarity edge (u a , u b ) ∈ E s in the social graph G s . The resulting social graph corresponds to a copresence community used by Lawrence et al. [1] to disseminate information since spatio-temporal proximity is a necessary and sufficient condition for users to have their devices connected.
We can refine this similarity taking into consideration the level of spatiotemporal proximity among users. Based on the fact that users consuming the same items are similar, it is obvious that the more often users consume the same item, the more similar they are. This calls for a continuous similarity measure P R loc,t that takes into account the number of common simultaneous item consumptions as opposed to the binary measure proposed before.
This measure allows us to assign a weight to a similarity edge created based on the binary measure. Note that if it evaluates to zero, the respective users are not connected in the graph while it never evaluates to zero if they are connected. We now describe our CF approach in terms of a formal description of the algorithm running on a single mobile device as shown in Figure 2 . For this discussion, we assume the existence of three library functions. Wait(p) causes the algorithm to pause for a time period of p, Transmit(P eer, M ) transmits a set of edges M to a remote peer P eer. This transmission will be translated to a call of the function Receive(M ) on the remote peer where M corresponds to the second argument of the transmission function. Increase-Weight(P eer) retrieves the edge (u local , u remote ) ∈ E s where u remote denotes the user node representing the argument P eer and increases its weight in order to update the respective continuous proximity value.
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Fig. 2. Collaborative filtering algorithm
While a peer is active, i.e. run = ⊤, the main loop simply scans the environment periodically and maintains a set N of peers in the vicinity. For every remote peer P eer in the vicinity, the method Send(P eer) is called to send all ratings made by the local user to the remote peer. This method runs as a thread per remote peer in order to be non-blocking. Note that these ratings will only be sent after a delay of length p, the parameter introduced above to determine the equality of two rating consumption tuples. If the remote peer has left the vicinity of the local peer during this time period, the tuples will not be sent by the Transmit(P eer, M ) function to avoid exchanges during a transient encounter.
Once the rating tuples have been sent to all new peers in the vicinity, the set of peers in the vicinity is updated to remove peers that have left. Whenever a local peer receives a set of tuples from a remote peer, Receive(M ) is called and these tuples are added to the set of tuples stored locally.
Finally, rating values from similar users about the target item are aggregated. The most common approach is to compute the average. To do so, we select all incoming edges of the node representing the target item and compute the average of their weights. We also take into account the degree of similarity as expressed by the continuous proximity measure. P R loc,t (u a , u b ) establishes a ranking of the users according to their similarity to the user denoted by the first argument. A user u a is more similar to a user u b than to another user u c if P R loc,t (u a , u b ) > P R loc,t (u a , u c ). Consequently, if we are to predict a rating value for a requesting user u r about a target item it t , we compute the average of the rating values contained in G r , each weighted with the respective edge weights in G s . When computing this weighted average, we only need the continuous proximity values for the rating user to all other users in the local graph. The similarity between other users does not affect the aggregation and thus no continuous proximity information needs to be passed on when ratings are exchanged.
Equivalence to Existing Algorithms
As explained in the previous section, users of our recommender system exchange tuples when they are in spatio-temporal proximity. Each user maintains a graph G local where the nodes in U represent users previously met and the nodes in I represent all items rated by these users or the local user. In this section we first explain why such a local graph is sufficient to perform user-based collaborative filtering. Secondly, we show that the resulting algorithm resolves scalability issues for which user-based approaches have frequently been criticised.
We first look at a simple form of traditional user-based CF where rating values are set to 1 if a user has consumed an item and 0 otherwise. For example, the Amazon online store interprets the purchase of an item as an expression of a binary opinion about it. Thus, each user is represented by a binary vector containing entries for all items. A server maintains the set of user vectors based on which ratings are predicted. The similarity between two users is computed as the number of vector entries both have set to 1. The prediction is the result of aggregating the ratings of all users about the target item, each weighted with the similarity between the requesting and rating user. Consequently, the prediction is based on the set of users that have consumed at least one item which the requesting user has also consumed. All other users are not included because their ratings are weighted with a zero-valued similarity.
A user vector is a set of rating tuples where the user entry contains the represented user. The tuples stored on the server define a graph G global which, in contrast to a local graph, includes all participating users and items consumed by any user. Therefore, a local graph is a subgraph of the global graph while the global graph is a union of all local graphs. In fact, a local graph belonging to a particular user u i can be extracted from the global graph as follows. We use superscript notations g and l to indicate that a node or edge set belongs to the global or local graph, respectively. An edge is denoted as (p, q) where p and q are the adjacent nodes. Finally, w (p,q) refers to the weight of an edge (p, q).
where the condition of the sum ensures rating edges are included only from rating users that have a non-zero similarity to the requesting user. Now it is apparent that the rating edges included in the aggregation are also contained in the local graph since E l r is extracted from E g r by applying Eq. 1, 2 and 3 consecutively, while the selection criteria of the sum is equivalent to Eq. 1.
Since a local graph contains all edges used by traditional user-based CF for rating predictions based on the global graph, the same results can be obtained from the local graph alone thereby eliminating the need for a central server to store all user vectors to compute similarities between users which is considered the main bottleneck in traditional CF.
